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Generated Text has improved a lot
Summary Outputs

norway grants diplomatic protest to russia

j.p. morgan chase may be considered for top job

Actor Roger Johnson, best known for his 
roles in Deadlier Than the Male and Some 
Girls Do, has died at the age of 93.

Rais wa Tanzania John Magufuli ameonekana 
katika uwanja wa Taifa wa mpira wa miguu jijini 
Dar es Salaam akiwa amevaa jezi ambayo upande 
ni sare ya Simba na upande ni sare ya Yanga.

2016

2019

2022

Issues with fluency 
and basic entity disambiguation

Fluent, but issues with faithfulness

Largely faithful, little-to-no training data, 
and support for many languages

How do we evaluate the latest models?



Turing-NLG U-PaLM

Qualitative examples



PaLM

GLaM

Turing-NLG U-PaLM

Language modeling or short-answer QA 
as proxy for NLG performance



PaLM

GLaM

Turing-NLG U-PaLM

OPT

Perplexity of ground truth outputs 



What should our results tell us about a model?
Researcher: 

● Do the results confirm the claims made about the model performance?
● Is this the currently best approach to address the particular problem?
● What are shortcomings future researchers should work on? 

Do any of the LLM strategies answer these questions?

Product Manager:

● Does the model meet the quality requirements we set?
● What are catastrophic failures of a model? 
● How does the model perform on “real-world” data? 

…
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48% of NLG  papers published at *CL conferences in 
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What evidence is presented to make claims about quality?

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.06935


https://paperswithcode.com/sota/document-summarization-on-cnn-daily-mail?metric=ROUGE-L

Measuring ROUGE-L on CNN/DM is the de-facto summarization benchmark.

CNN/DM Results

● 100% of summarization papers report ROUGE, 69% report only ROUGE
● Together, CNN/DM and XSum are used by 40%+ of papers

Gehrmann, Clark, and Sellam, 2022

That’s me! 

https://paperswithcode.com/sota/document-summarization-on-cnn-daily-mail?metric=ROUGE-L
https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.06935


https://paperswithcode.com/sota/document-summarization-on-cnn-daily-mail?metric=ROUGE-L

… is an English-only corpus
… Its references were never designed to be a summary 
→ First three sentences are rated as a better one
→ References contain non-attributable facts

Gehrmann, Clark, and Sellam, 2022
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https://paperswithcode.com/sota/document-summarization-on-cnn-daily-mail?metric=ROUGE-L
Gehrmann, Clark, and Sellam, 2022

… is not the best possible ROUGE configuration.
… has low correlation with different quality aspects (e.g., faithfulness).
… Increases based on similarity to a reference and is thus confounded by its style and errors.
…

… is an English-only corpus
… Its references were never designed to be a summary 
→ First three sentences are rated as a better one
→ References contain non-attributable facts

CNN/DM Results
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https://paperswithcode.com/sota/document-summarization-on-cnn-daily-mail?metric=ROUGE-L

What we are measuring is how closely a model can match the 
lexical choices of the English CNN/DM references, but this is not 
a proxy for how well it performs the summarization task.

Gehrmann, Clark, and Sellam, 2022

https://paperswithcode.com/sota/document-summarization-on-cnn-daily-mail?metric=ROUGE-L
https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.06935


Goyal et al., 2022, Rashkin et al., 2021

Humans rank GPT-3 created summaries as best

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.12356
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.12870


Goyal et al., 2022, Rashkin et al., 2021

Humans rank GPT-3 created summaries as best

But metrics as worst….

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.12356
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.12870


Goyal et al., 2022, Rashkin et al., 2021

Only 54.1% of references in the dataset are 
faithful to the underlying article.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.12356
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.12870


Lesson 1
Be mindful of what your metrics are (not) measuring

Lesson 2
Issues in the data will hide issues in models
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Can human evaluations solve this issue?



It depends.

Agreement between individual ratings by 
linguists and those from non-expert 
crowdworkers can be extremely low.

Freitag et al., 2021

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.14478


It depends.

Automatic metrics don’t have a good 
correlation with human judgments, 
even on the system level.

Fabbri et al., 2021

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.12626


Howcroft et al., 2020

What is even being measured?

In 478 INLG papers, there were 71 different 
measured quality aspects. 

Often, the details are not provided:

● >50% missing definitions 
● ~66% missing prompts/questions 
● 20% missing criteria names 

https://aclanthology.org/2020.inlg-1.23/


Lesson 3
Human evaluations may not always be 
good and issues be hidden in the details





01Agenda
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Where do we want to be?

How do we get there?

New strategies for task-development in NLP



An NLG system 
with an explicit communicative goal

Structured or textual information 
that defines the output space

Natural Language - fluent, understandable, 
in accordance with the communicative goal



There is no equivalent of accuracy or F1 for NLG

Does y fulfill the communicative goal?

Is all information in y attributable to x?

Is y fluent, natural, and free from grammatical erros?

Is y not redundant and contains the most relevant content?

Is f robust to shifts in the data distribution?

Does f work equally well for all kinds of expected inputs?

Does f produce diverse outputs in repeated interactions?



There is no one-size-fits-all evaluation.



What should our results tell us about a model?

✗    System Foo performs the best.

✓ System Foo leads to consistent performance increases 
in Bar-type metrics on challenges that measure Baz 
while maintaining equal performance on most metrics of type Qux. 



✗    System Foo performs the best.

✓ System Foo leads to consistent performance increases 
in Bar-type metrics on challenges that measure Baz 
while maintaining equal performance on most metrics of type Qux.

What should our results tell us about a model?

Multiple Experiments

Acknowledge Limitations

Specific Metric(s)

Specific scenarios



1
Datasets

2
Human Evaluation and 

Automatic Metrics

3
Evaluation Suites

How do we get there? 



✓ No large training set needed

✗ Test set overlap
✗ Benchmarks are easily broken 
✗ Metrics are still unclear

Evaluation suite development 
in the age of LLMs

Srivastava et al., 2022, Suzgun et al., 2022

The best current models already outperform humans on the 
most challenging out of 200+ tasks in BIG-bench.

How to take advantage of LLMs?

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.04615
https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.09261


Three opportunities for evaluation suite development

01

02

03

Curating existing resources (Gehrmann et al., 2021, 2022, Mille et al. 2021) 

Human-AI collaboration (Yuan et al., 2021)

New collection methodologies (Parikh et al., 2020, Gehrmann et al., 2022)

This talk

https://aclanthology.org/2021.gem-1.10
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.11249
https://openreview.net/forum?id=CSi1eu_2q96
https://openreview.net/forum?id=Fkpr2RYDvI1
https://aclanthology.org/2020.emnlp-main.89/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.00142


The WikiBio Task Lebret et al., 2016

Communicative Goal
Generate a brief description of a person grounded in descriptive attributes

Input / Target
Key-Value attribute pairs → ~1 paragraph biography

Challenges

● Plan the structure to incorporate all attributes
● Actualize the plan in natural language
● Do not hallucinate, i.e., generate ungrounded content

https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07771


The WikiBio Task Lebret et al., 2016

The task is very noisy 

It does not represent everyone

He / She / They / ?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07771


The WikiBio Task Lebret et al., 2016

The task is very noisy 

It does not represent everyone

Models are already trained on Wikipedia

On the right, 
green text is found in the attribute box, 
blue text is correct but not found.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.07771


Can we leverage a language model to create a test set without these issues?

Fix attributes 
of interest

Generate the rest

Revise

Generate

Revise



Result
Much better coverage
and faithfulness

Much better representation



Result
Much better coverage
and faithfulness

Much better representation

He / She / They / ?

Posthoc editing is necessary



What can we do with SynthBio?

Can we evaluate language quality? No. We would overfit to the example-producing model.

Can we evaluate coverage and faithfulness? Yes!

→ 5/6 metrics produced a different rankings when the same models were evaluated on the old and new test sets.

https://storage.googleapis.com/gem-benchmark/SynthBio.json

https://storage.googleapis.com/gem-benchmark/SynthBio.json


New Dataset Collection Methodologies



Desiderata for a new data-to-text task. 

✓ Focus on reasoning over multiple cells

✓ Multilingual and parallel to enable translation research

✓ Avoid Western-centric entities

✓ Avoid memorization

✓ High-quality references

✓ Clear evaluation approach



Infographic-to-text

Communicative Goal
Given a tabular representation of an infographic, 
generate a short description.

Input / Target
A table with column and row labels and values 
→ a single sentence in a specified language

Challenges

● Select relevant cells
● Compare and contrast cells in natural language
● Do not hallucinate



(1) We transcribe everything into tables 
and extract descriptive sentences

(2) We get parallelism between two 
languages by design, and use 
professional translators for all others



TaTA: Table-to-Text in African languages

TaTA supports 8 languages.
Every example is available in all of them.

The references are largely faithful (but not perfect).
75% of outputs require reasoning over µ=8 cells.

Faithfulness

Only 1.5% of 15-grams in references exist in mC4. 
For the same languages in universal dependencies, 
the average is 45%.



The old problem with the metrics

All standard metrics disagree with each other.

Standard metric performance when a model trained on 
language A (left) is evaluated on language B (right)

Cross-lingual experiments led to confusing findings:

● Hausa is the best language to train on 
● Models trained on any language performs well 

on Yorùbá

???



A New Paradigm for Metrics



An NLG system 
with an explicit communicative goal

Source, Reference, and System Output

A metric that measures 
a particular quality aspect

The metric score



A new paradigm for metrics

Existing metrics try to do everything, but do nothing well.

Fabbri et al., 2020, Honovich et al., 2022

General-purpose metrics cannot give us the performance 
breakdown we desire. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.12626
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.04991


A new paradigm for metrics

What if, instead of relying on existing metrics, 
a benchmark can be released with its own metrics?  

Gehrmann et al., 2022

We are saving a ton by not needing large training corpora. 
So let’s collect human annotations as metric training data.

Annotate validation outputs to train metrics,
and test outputs to evaluate systems AND the new metrics

https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.00142


Conventional metrics fail to capture
attribution and/or understandability.

The dataset-specific metrics have high correlations

The best metric needs no references!

Applying this to TaTA

Generic metrics

Dataset-specific



Better metrics lead to better science



Validate that metrics are measuring what you want them 
to measure.

Invest into good human evaluations by focusing on test 
set collection instead of training set collection.

Release metrics alongside datasets.

Datasets in 1-2 years may just be a collection of 
Dev and test inputs and human annotations

What does this mean?

https://huggingface.co/datasets/GEM/TaTA

https://huggingface.co/datasets/GEM/TaTA


Conclusion 
What can you do to improve evaluations?



Treat evaluation as an equal partner to model development, not an afterthought.

💎 Evaluation Infrastructure

Build 

Improve 

Expand 

Models

Figure from gem-benchmark.com



Contribute to evaluation suites



Are you just following the prior work or are you 
thinking about the evaluation design choices 
you are making?

Follow best practices

Gehrmann et al., 2022

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.06935


Thank you!

Sebastian Gehrmann 
Google Research 
s.gehrmann@outlook.com 
@SebGehr
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